SOUTHERN UTE RESERVATION
STAGE II FIRE RESTRICTIONS

The following acts are prohibited for the general public on reservation lands:

**OPEN BURNING**
Burning of trash and/or yard waste is prohibited.

**AGRICULTURAL BURNING**
Burning of crop lands, fields, rangeland, debris burning, slash piles, prescribed burning and weed burning is prohibited.

**CAMP FIRES**
Building, maintaining or using a warning fire or campfire outside of officially designated or develop campsites is prohibited. Charcoal broilers and wood and coal stoves used outside of dwellings are classified as campfires and prohibited. Fires for ceremonial sweats may be allowed only upon approval from the BIA Fire Office.

**FIREWORKS**
Possession, discharging or use of any type of fireworks is prohibited.

Commercial and Industrial restrictions can be obtained from the BIA Fire Office at 575 County Road 517 or by calling (970) 563-4571. Anyone violating the provisions of this fire ban may be subject to prosecution outlined in the Southern Ute Indian Criminal Code.

The Restrictions will become effective at 06:00 AM, June 15, 2022 and will remain until conditions improve.